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Cover of Absent Teachers Policy 

Context 

As a school, we are doing extremely well in managing teacher absence of cover, due to a number of 

reasons: 

 We have maintained the workload reforms arrangements negotiated several years ago to 

protect teachers and their core purpose in teaching and learning 

 Staff drag themselves into school, when they are not well and  struggle through the day 

 The Cover Manager is proactive in organising supply and keeps emergency cover to a 

minimum 

 We use the supply brought in on long term absence as first priority for cover, thus protecting 

teachers 

 An  Attendance Policy is used to support colleagues in managing their absence 

The two areas that need some clarity in terms of cover are Cover for Trips and Emergency Cover 

Cover for trips 

As a school, we are keen for trips to go ahead, despite the financial climate. Efforts are made to 

reduce bureaucracy and make accommodations so that trips can go ahead. Strategies include: 

 Where ever possible, a member of the Support Staff accompanies a trip, to reduce cover. 

Several Support staff are First Aid trained to this effect. 

 If a member of the Leadership Team is free and can be released, they accompany trips to 

reduce supply costs 

 Teachers who gain time, as a consequence of classes being out, are prepared to take classes 

during this time 

 Classes are collapsed where it is educationally sound to do so 

 Trips planned in advance will be visible on the School Calendar, to enable future planning 

and avoid clashes. 

Once all “ cover reducing” methods have been exhausted, it is incumbent upon the Trip Leader , in 

liaison with the Business Manager and Cover Manager to do the following: 

 Factor on the costs of supply being brought into school 

 Make private arrangements with colleagues 

(It may be that the cover required is equivalent to 1.3  full days, for example.) 

 The details of private cover will be given in advance to the Cover Manager 

 In the event of the “ private cover” being absent, this cover will be deemed  an emergency  

 Private cover will still count towards colleagues cover totals for sake of equity 

 If a trip is back late, and it incurs cover, this will be deemed an emergency 

 



Emergency Cover 

Emergency is cover is for instances where: 

 Colleagues have to go home ill, during the school day 

 Where the call comes in too late to organise supply ( Some colleagues are still trying to reach 

the  Cover Manager on the old – faulty- number and not getting through. Please find your 

laminated Cover contacts card or ask the Cover Manager for another) 

 Where there has been a traffic problem or accident and a colleague or colleagues is delayed 

 Weather has caused colleagues to be delayed 

 The school cannot get supply- this is rare but possible 

 Any other emergency 

PPA 

Planning Preparation and Assessment time is calculated as 10% of teaching load. It is applied to each 

teacher’s timetable by the AHT Curriculum and Assessment. The priorities in identifying PPA are: 

 To distribute PPA across a teacher’s load, to  support them  

 To have sufficient available cover for each period of the school timetable 

 There is flexibility in nominating PPA, with the proviso that the previous two points are not 

compromised 

 Management time, PPA and other teaching commitments will be marked on each teacher’s 

timetable and the master timetable 

 

Emergency cover will be deployed from the “free time” left after PPA, Teaching and Management 

time has been identified. 

 The Cover Manager will use those staff with more free time as a first priority 

 Every effort will be made to select teachers who have more than one free that day 

 Given the nature of emergency cover, the Cover Manager is not able to work around 

meetings/ commitments that have not been lodged in the school diary. For this reason, 

colleagues are asked to arrange essential meetings in PPA 

 A log of covers undertaken will be kept, to ensure equity. 
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